
REPUBLICANS WILL BE DESTROYED
IN THE MID TERM ELECTIONS
BECAUSE THEY REFUSE TO
ACKNOWLEDGE GOOGLE'S CIA-LIKE
TRICKS
Republicans don't do technology and they sure don't do Silicon Valley. That is why they do not
understand that Google and Facebook have rigged every election since Obama.

Now Google and Facebook are pulling out all of the stops to do "it" again in the next elections.

What is the "it" that Google does?

Google uses automated technologies to manipulate the minds of hundreds of millions of
Americans.

That statement alone will scare most GOP members but almost none of them will understand
it and most of them will refuse to believe it.

The easiest way to make one understand the evil "it" that Google does is to watch the movie
(usually on Netflix) called THE PUSH. This movie shows how easy it is to get people to do
unnatural things or to kill without thinking about it.

Google acquired the CIA psychological warfare manuals, the CIA/IN-Q-TEL experts and billions
of dollars to use the tactics in those manuals. Ask The Corbett Report, ask Attkisson, Ask
Epstein the Google data researcher, ask Historian Niall Furguson... A thousand people have
said this and provided stats to prove it but the GOP does not get it!

Google has used these methods to take over the DNC and to put people in office who will
steer money and power to Google.

GOP bosses: "GET A F*CKING CLUE!"

If you have not gotten the message by now, you are done. If you don't amp up your war on
Google by a thousand; you are done!

You may not understand what Google does, or how they do it, but you will understand the loss
of your entire candidate layout by the time the next elections are over!

 



Historian Niall Ferguson:
Midterms Going to Be Much
Worse Than GOP Can Imagine
Because of Tech Giants Targeting
of Conservatives

Historian Niall Ferguson warned Republican
lawmakers that the midterms are going to be
much worse than they can imagine because of
the targeting and banning of conservative
sites be Facebook, Google and Twitter.

Niall Ferguson: The midterms are going to be worse, a lot worse. Because never again will the

network platforms in Silicon Valley allow them to use them as Donald Trump’s campaign used

them in 2016. The sound of heads exploding on November the 9th of 2016 was deafening in

California. They couldn’t believe that Facebook advertising had been so vital to Trump’s success.

Which it was. I don’t think he would have become president without Facebook. As people think
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more and more about this they will I think begin to grasp the power of the platforms. I think

the Russia issue is a distraction from the real question.

Via Josh Caplan:

Hoover Institution’s Niall Ferguson on censorship: ‘Silicon Valley will never again allow

conservatives to use social networks like Trump did in 2016,’ midterms could be ‘a lot worse

than you already think.’ pic.twitter.com/UIDYDUoqqU

— Josh Caplan (@joshdcaplan) March 15, 2018

As TGP reported earlier this month:

Conservative Publishers Hit Hard By Facebook
Algorithm Changes – Gateway Pundit Hit the
Hardest
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Tech Giants Google and Facebook are currently
purging conservative content from Facebook
and YouTube — They are hiding conservative
stories on Google — They are shadow-banning
conservative news on all social media.
In February Facebook launched a new algorithm to ensure that conservative news would not
spread on the social media platform.

This was after Facebook announced it was
losing 50,000,000 user hours a day in the
previous quarter.
The algorithm change caused President Donald Trump’s engagement on Facebook posts
toplummet a whopping 45%.

In contrast, Senators Elizabeth Warren (D-MA) and Bernie Sanders (I-VT) do not appear to
have suffered a comparable decline in Facebook engagement.

Top conservative Facebook pages with daily traffic in the millions have seen 75% to 95% drop
in traffic. 
Young Cons, Western Journalism, SarahPalin.com, Independent Journal Review, Right
Wing News, and several others have seen dramatic loss in traffic.
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In 2016 we were one of the few conservative sites that supported candidate Trump – along
with Breitbart, The Drudge Report, Infowars, Zero Hedge and Conservative Treehouse.  We are
proud of our efforts to report the truth that led to Trump’s historic win.

In 2017 Harvard and Columbia Journalism
Review found that The Gateway Pundit was
the 4th most influential conservative news
source in the 2016 election.
Because of this we were targeted and have seen our numbers related to Facebook and
Twitter decline dramatically.

The Gateway Pundit does not rely on Facebook for our traffic numbers.

Still, we saw a significant drop in Facebook traffic in the last month. 
And this past weekend Facebook shut down our traffic stream from the social media
platform.

This is corrupt, if not criminal, behavior. 
 
Meanwhile, liberal sites are doing fine.

Now this… 
A new report by the far left Outline
organization confirmed the conservative
publishers were hit the hardest by the recent
Facebook news feed changes.
The study also found the The Gateway Pundit
was hit the hardestby these changes.
Via The Outline:

Facebook’s January 12 announcement that it would begin to de-prioritize news publishers and

their posts in users’ News Feeds has had a surprisingly profound and partisan impact.

According to The Outline’s analysis of Facebook engagement data obtained from research tool

BuzzSumo, conservative and right-wing publishers (such as Breitbart, Fox News, and Gateway

Pundit) were hit the hardest in the weeks following the announcement, with Facebook
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engagement totals for February dropping as much as 55 percent for some, while the

engagement numbers of most predominantly liberal publishers remained unaffected.

Both liberal and conservative publishers of clickbait and highly polarizing content also

experienced a significant drop in engagement following Facebook’s News Feed de-prioritization

announcement.

The Outline drew these conclusions after analyzing the Facebook engagement data of 20

publishers from March 5, 2017 to February 28, 2018.

The Outline then posted results from several top US news publishers.

You can see The New York Times has not suffered by the recent changes. 

But conservative news publishers were hit hard. 
Here is Breitbart.com’s Facebook page.





And here is The Gateway Pundit’s Facebook numbers through February. 

In March Facebook shut down our content. You cannot even share a Gateway Pundit story
without getting a warning now. 
And this is after we spent tens of thousands of dollars advertising on Facebook in the past.
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The Censorship Of

Conservatives On The Internet

Is Approaching Critical Levels

Of Bad
by Brandon Brandon MorseMorse
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Social media censorship may be entering a dark age.

Two things happened over the last few days that have

me worried about the future of information
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